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NEW QUESTION: 1
Poisoning among toddlers is common because of the ingestion of
different things like medicines that looks like candies. What
would be the priority plan of care for a toddler who has
ingested aspirin:
A. monitor serum glucose level.
B. monitor Cardiac rate
C. monitor BP
D. monitor body temperature
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation: Elevation in body temperature or hyperpyrexia is a
manifestation of acute aspirin toxicity. It leads to increase
oxygen consumption and heat loss.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Multi-divisional or multi-subsidiary companies have
opportunities to optimize their working capital position and
overall liquidity by doing which of the following?
A. Establishing strict credit standards that are uniform for
all divisions or subsidiaries
B. Negotiating with suppliers to extend their payment terms for

key divisions or subsidiaries
C. Allocating corporate debt to each division or subsidiary
according to its cash needs
D. Consolidating the cash resources of all divisions and
subsidiaries in order to pay down corporate debt
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: B
Explanation:
The Microsoft Connectivity Analyzer (MCA) tool is a companion
to the Microsoft Remote Connectivity Analyzer web site. The MCA
tool provides administrators and end users with the ability to
run connectivity diagnostics for five common connectivity
symptoms directly from their local computer.
One of the five symptoms that can be tested using MCA is:
"I can't log on to Skype for Business on my mobile device or
the Skype for Business Windows Store App" - This test checks
for the Domain Name Server (DNS) records for your on-premise
domain to ensure they are configured correctly for supporting
Mobile Skype for Business clients. Also it connects to the
Autodiscover web service and makes sure that the
authentication, certificate, web service for Mobility is
correctly set up.
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